Introduction
Compressive sensing (CS) is a transformative sampling technique that is more efficient than Nyquist Sampling. Rather than sampling at the Nyquist rate and then compressing the sampled data, CS aims to directly sense signals in a compressed form while retaining the necessary information for accurate reconstruction. The trade-off for the simplicity of encoding is the intricate reconstruction process. Conventional CS reconstruction algorithms are based on either convex optimization [2, 3, 17, 26, 27] or greedy/iterative methods [5, 20, 35] . These methods suffer from three major drawbacks limiting their practical usage. First, the iterative nature renders these methods computational intensive and not suitable for hardware acceleration. Second, the widely adopted sparsity constraint assumes the given signal is sparse on a known basis. However, natural images do not have an exactly sparse representation on any known basis (DCT, wavelet and curvelet) [27] . The strong dependency on the sparsity constraint becomes the performance limiting factor of conventional methods. Constructing over-complete dictionaries with deterministic atoms [37, 38] can only moderately relax the constraint, as the learned linear sparsity models are often shallow thus have limited impacts. Third, conventional methods have a rigid structure allowing for reconstruction at a fixed resolution only. The recovery quality cannot be guaranteed when the compression ratio (CR) needs to be compromised due to a limited communication bandwidth or storage space. A better solution is to reconstruct at a compromised resolution while keeping a satisfactory reconstruction signal-to-noise ratio (RSNR) rather than dropping the RSNR for a fixed resolution.
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been explored recently for learning the inverse mapping of CS [15, 16, 22, 23] . The limitations of existing DNN-based approaches are twofold. First, the reconstruction results tend to be blurry because of the exclusive use of a Euclidean loss. Specifically, the recovery quality of DNNbased methods are usually no better than optimization-based methods when the CR is low, e.g., CR <= 10. Second, similar to the optimization-based methods, the existing DNN-based methods all have rigid structures allowing for reconstruction at a fixed and non-adaptive resolution only. The reconstruction will simply fail when the CR is lower than a required threshold.
In this paper, we propose a scalable Laplacian pyramid reconstructive adversarial network (LAPRAN) for flexible CS reconstruction that addresses all the problems mentioned above. LAPRAN does not require sparsity as prior knowledge hence can be potentially used in a broader range of applications, especially where the exact signal sparsity model is unknown. When applied to image signals, LAPRAN progressively reconstruct high-fidelity images following the concept of Laplacian pyramid through multiple stages of specialized reconstructive adversarial networks (RANs). At each pyramid level, CS measurements are fused with a low-dimensional contextual latent vector to generate a reconstructed image with both higher resolution and reconstruction quality. The non-iterative and high-concurrency natures of LAPRAN make it suitable for hardware acceleration. Furthermore, the scalable pyramid structure of LAPRAN enables high-fidelity CS reconstruction with a flexible resolution that can be adaptive to a wide range of CRs. One can easily add or remove RANs from LAPRAN to reconstruct images at a higher or lower resolution when the CR becomes lower and higher, respectively. Therefore, a consistently superior recovery quality can be guaranteed across a wide range of CRs.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
-We propose a novel architecture of the neural network model (LAPRAN) that enables high-fidelity, flexible and fast CS reconstruction. -We provide to fuse CS measurements with contextual latent vectors of lowresolution images in each pyramid level to enhance the CS recovery quality. -We illustrate that the progressive learning and reconstruction strategy can mitigate the difficulty of the inverse mapping problem in CS. Such a strategy not only accelerates the training speed by confining the search space but also improves the recovery quality by eliminating the accumulation of errors.
Related Work
CS reconstruction is inherently an under-determined problem. Prior knowledge, i.e., the structure of signals must be exploited to reduce the information loss after reconstruction. According to the way of applying prior knowledge, CS reconstruction methods can be grouped into three categories: 1) model-based methods, 2) data-driven methods, 3) hybrid methods.
Model-based Reconstruction Methods
Model-based CS reconstruction methods mostly rely on the sparsity prior. For example, basis pursuit (BP), least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO), and least angle regression (LARS) are all based on 1 minimization. Other methods exploit other types of prior knowledge to improve the recovery performance. NLR-CS [17] proposes a non-local low-rank regularization to exploit the group sparsity of similar patches. TVAL3 [26] and EdgeCS [36] use a total variation (TV) regularizer to reconstruct sharper images by preserving edges or boundaries more accurately. D-AMP [27] extends approximate message passing (AMP) to employ denoising algorithms for CS recovery. In general, model-based recovery methods suffer from limited reconstruction quality, especially at high CRs. Because images, though compressible, are not ideally sparse in any commonly used transform domains [27] . Additional knowledge of the image structure is required to further improve the reconstruction quality. Furthermore, when the available number of CS measurements is lower than the theoretical lower bound, the model-based methods would simply fail the reconstruction.
Data-driven Reconstruction Methods
Instead of specifying prior knowledge explicitly, data-driven methods have been explored to learn the signal characteristics implicitly. Kuldeep et al. and Ali et al. propose "ReconNet" [23] and "DeepInverse" [29] , respectively. Both work aims to reconstruct image blocks from CS measurements via convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Experimental results prove that both models are highly robust to noise and able to recover visually better images than the model-based approaches. However, the major drawback of these methods is the exclusive use of the 2 reconstruction loss for training. As the 2 loss cannot reliably generate shape images, additional loss metrics must be introduced to further improve the reconstruction quality. In addition, the direct mapping from the low-dimensional measurement domain to the high-dimensional image domain is highly under-determined. The under-determined mapping problem becomes even more notorious as CR increases since the dimension gap between the two domains is enlarged accordingly.
Hybrid Reconstruction Methods
Hybrid methods aim to incorporate the benefits of both model-based and datadriven methods. Such methods first utilize expert knowledge to set up a recovery algorithm and then learn additional knowledge from training data while preserving the model interpretability and performance bounds. Inspired by the denoising-based approximate message passing (D-AMP) algorithm, Chris etal . propose a learned D-AMP (LDAMP) network for image CS reconstruction. The iterative D-AMP algorithm is unrolled and combined with a denoising convolutional neural network (DnCNN) that serves as the denoiser in each iteration. The major drawback of this method is its sophisticated and iterative structure prohibiting parallel training and efficient hardware acceleration. Inspired by the success of generative adversarial network (GAN) for image generation, Bora et al. propose to use a pre-trained DCGAN [32] for CS reconstruction (CSGM) [6] . This approach finds a latent vectorẑ that minimizes the objective AG(z) − y 2 , where G, A and z is the generator, sensing matrix and CS measurements, respectively. The optimal reconstruction result is represented as G(ẑ). Differently, the propose LAPRAN directly synthesize an image from CS measurements, which alleviates the exploration of an additional latent space. Although both approaches are GAN-based, they represent two fundamentally different CS reconstruction schemes. CSGM is a sparse synthesize model [7, 8] that approximates an unknown signal as x = G(z), where the sparse coefficient (z) is measured concurrently. While LAPRAN is a cosparse analysis model [30, 9] that directly synthesize an unknown signal x from the corresponding CS measurements y according to x = G(y). Hence we call the proposed model reconstructive adversarial network (RAN) instead of GAN. RAN elegantly approximates the nature image distribution from CS measurement samples, bringing the detour in the synthesize model unnecessary. LAPRAN finishes reconstruction in a single feedforward propagation. While multiple network propagations are executed to obtain the optimal sparse coefficientẑ in CSGM. Therefore, LAPRAN has a lower computational complexity and faster reconstruction speed.
Methodology
The overall structure of the proposed CS system is shown in Figure 1 . It is composed of two functional units, a multi-rate random encoder for sampling and a LAPRAN for reconstruction. The multi-rate random encoder generates multiple CS measurements with different CRs from a single image. LAPRAN takes the CS measurements as inputs and progressively reconstructs the original image in multiple hierarchies with incremental resolutions and recovery quality. In the first stage, RAN1 reconstructs a low-resolution thumbnail of the original image (8 × 8). The following RANs at each stage fuses the low-resolution input generated by the previous stage with CS measurements to produce a reconstructed image upsampled by a factor of 2. Therefore, the resolution of the reconstructed image is progressively improved throughout the cascaded RANs. The proposed LAPRAN architecture is highly scalable. One can concatenate more RANs (just The CS measurement of a high-dimensional image is performed by a multi-rate random encoder. The LAPRAN takes CS measurements as inputs and progressively reconstructs an original image in multiple hierarchies with incremental resolutions and recovery qualities. At each pyramid level, RAN generates an image residual, which is subsequently combined with an upscaled output from the previous level to form a higher-resolution output of the current level (upsampling and upscaling respectively refers to increasing the image resolution with and without new details added). The detailed structure of RAN is shown in Figure 3 .
like "LEGO" blocks) to gradually increase the resolution of the reconstructed image. Each building block of LAPRAN is detailed below. Further details about the LAPRAN architecture are provided in the supplementary materials.
Multi-rate CS Encoder
We propose a multi-rate random encoder for CS sampling. Given an input image, the encoder generates multiple CS measurements {y 1 , · · · , y t } simultaneously, each has a different dimension. The generated measurements are fed into each stage of the RANs as input, i.e., {y 1 , · · · , y k } is forward to {RAN1, ..., RANk}, respectively. According to the rate-distortion theory [13] , the minimum bit-rate is positively related to the reconstruction quality, which indicates that the i-th RAN requires more information than all the previous RANs in order to improve the image resolution by adding finer details incrementally. The quantitative analysis of the number of measurements required for each RAN is as follows. Let A be an m × n sensing matrix that satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) of order 2k, and the isometry constant is δ 2k ∈ (0, . According to the CS theory [12] , the lower bound of the number of CS measurements required for satisfying RIP is defined as: m ≥ Ck log( n k ), where C = 1 2 log( √ 24 + 1) ≈ 0.28. In the CS image reconstruction problem, let the number of input measurements required by two adjacent RANs for accurately reconstructing a N × N image and a 2N × 2N image is m1 and m2, respectively, we define the measurement increment ratio as β = m2 m1 . If we assume the sparsity ratio ( k n ) of the two images remains constant across the two adjacent RANs, then β can be calculated as: 
are used to generate the four CS measurements {y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 } ∈ R {m,2m,4m,8m} . y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 is fed into RNN1 to RNN4 as the information source, respectively. Equation (1) indicates that the number of CS measurements (as well as CR) required for a former RAN should be at least 1/4 of a latter one in order to guarantee a satisfactory reconstruction performance. One should note that β = 4 is the upper bound, lower β values can be used to offer better reconstruction performance at the cost of collecting more CS measurements in early stages. In this work, we adopt β = 2 to set a gradually increasing CR at different stages instead of using a unified CR. Since the dimension of a measurement vector equals to the number of rows in a sensing matrix, the k sensing matrices in Figure 1 have the following dimensions:
An example of the sensing matrix used for the multi-rate encoding of a 4-stage LAPRAN is illustrated in Figure 2 . The generated measurements
is used as the input to RAN1, RAN2, RAN3 and RAN4, respectively. With respect to a k-stage LAPRAN, we only need to generate y t for training. Since y i is always a subset of y i+1 , we can feed the first β i−1 m elements of y t to the i-th stage in a backward fashion. The proposed LAPRAN enables CS reconstruction with a flexible resolution, which is not feasible with existing methods. When the number of CS measurements fail to meet the required threshold, the existing methods will fail to reconstruct with no room for maneuver. Alternatively, the proposed method can still reconstruct lower-resolution previews of the image with less detail in the case that the CS measurements are insufficient. The output of each RAN constitutes an image pyramid, providing the user with great flexibility in choosing the desired resolution of reconstructed images.
RAN for CS Image Reconstruction
We propose a RAN at each pyramid level to generate the reconstructed image with a fixed resolution. A RAN is composed of a reconstructive generator A high-resolution output image is generated by adding the image residual to the upscaled input image. The dimension of each feature map is denoted in the figure. An example output of each convolutional layer is also shown.
denoted as"RecGen", and a discriminator denoted as "RecDisc." RecDisc follows the structure of DCGAN [32] , and the structure of RecGen is specially customized for reconstruction. Taking RecGen2 in the 2nd RNN stage as an example (see Figure 3) , {i 2 , r 2 , u 2 , o 2 } is the contextual input from the previous stage, image residual, upscaled input, and output image, respectively. y 2 is the input measurements generated by the multi-rate CS encoder. RecGen2 is composed of two branches: 1) the upper branch that generates an upscaled input image u 2 via a deconvolutional neural network (deconv1); and 2) the lower branch that generates an image residual r 2 to compensate for the artifacts introduced by the upper branch. Note that u 2 is upscaled from a lower-resolution image, thus u 2 lacks high-frequency components (see Figure 3 ) and only provides a coarse approximation to the higher-resolution ground-truth image. It is the addition of the high-frequency residual r 2 that recovers the entire frequency range of the image thus substantially improves the reconstruction quality [14] .
The input i 2 is treated as a low-resolution context for generating the residual image r 2 . We propose to first use an encoder to extract a contextual latent vector c 1 to represent the low-resolution context i 2 . The encoder is composed of two convolutional layers and a fully-connected layer. To guarantee an equal contribution to the feature after fusion, the contextual latent vector c 1 has the same dimension as the CS measurement y 2 . It should be noted that by increasing the dimension of c 1 , one can expect more image patterns coming from the contextual input appear in the final reconstruction, and vice versa. c 1 is fused with the CS measurement y 2 through concatenation (referred to as "early fusion" in [34] ) in a feature space. The fully-connected layer is used to transform the fused vector back to a feature map that has the same dimension as the contextual input i 2 .
A common practice of upscaling is to use an unpooling layer [41] or interpolation layer (bilinear, bicubic, or nearest neighbor). However, these methods are either non-invertible or non-trainable. Instead, we apply a deconvolutional layer deconv1 [40] to learn the upsampling of the fused feature map. We set up three residual blocks (resblk1∼3) [19] to process the upsampled feature map to generate the image residual r 2 , which is later combined with u 2 generated by the upper branch (deconv2) to form the final output image.
Learning from context. Instead of reconstructing the original image from CS measurements directly, we propose to exploit the low-resolution context (i 2 in Figure 3 ) to condition for reconstruction. The proposed conditional reconstruction scheme is fundamentally different from the conventional methods that solely rely on CS measurements. The reason is as follows.
Learning the inverse reconstructive mapping is a highly under-determined problem, hence notoriously tricky to solve. We need to accurately predict each pixel value in such an exceptionally high-dimensional space. All the existing datadriven methods directly search in such a vast space and try to establish a direct mapping from the low-dimensional CS measurements to the high-dimensional ground-truth. The intricacy of the problem and the lack of additional constraints make the search process inefficient and untrustworthy. Differently, we delegate the low-resolution context to confine the sub-search space, i.e., the candidates that are far from the context in the search space will be obviated. Besides, the CS measurements supplement the necessary information needed for recovering the entire frequency spectrum of the image. The fusion of the context and CS measurements hence improve both convergence speed and recovery accuracy.
Residual learning. In LAPRAN, the RecGen of each RAN is similar to a segment of the ResNet in [19] . All the convolutional layers are followed by a spatial batch normalization (BN) layer [21] and a ReLU except for the output layer. The output layer uses a Tanh activation function to ensure the output image has pixel values in the range of [0, 255] . The use of BN and normalized weight initialization [25] alleviates the problem of vanishing or exploding gradients hence improve both convergence accuracy and speed.
Cascaded RANs for Flexible CS Reconstruction
The existing DNN-based methods all have rigid structures allowing for reconstruction with a fixed CR and at a non-adaptive resolution only. A new model must be retrained from scratch when a different CR is used in the encoding process. Inspired by the self-similarity based super resolution (SR) method [18, 10] , we propose a flexible CS reconstruction approach realized by dynamically cascading multiple RANs (see Figure 1 ) at runtime. Upon training, each RAN corresponds to a specific resolution of the reconstructed image as well as an upper bound of the CR needed for accurate reconstruction. The thresholds of CR at different stages should be determined from experiments given a target accuracy metric. At runtime, depending on the CR of inputs, only the RANs with a higher CR threshold will be enabled for reconstruction. As a result, the proposed LAPRAN can perform high-fidelity CS reconstruction with a flexible resolution that is adaptive to a wide range of CRs. This merit is particularly significant to the CS application scenarios, where the CR must be adaptive to the dynamic requirements of storage space or communication bandwidth. When the CR is compromised in such an application scenario, all the existing methods will fail the reconstruction, while the proposed LAPRAN can still reconstruct an accurate preview of the image at a reduced resolution.
Another advantage of the proposed LAPRAN is that its hierarchical structure reduces the difficulty of training. CS reconstruction is a highly under-determined problem that has a humongous space for searching. Therefore, it is very challenging for a single network to approximate the inverse mapping accurately. Adopting a divide-and-conquer strategy, we propose to divide a highly under-determined problem into a series of lightly under-determined problems and conquer them in multiple hierarchies. As the dimensionality gap between the input and output in each sub-problem is significantly reduced, the difficulty for learning each mapping is much reduced compared to the original problem. Besides, since the hierarchical structure leverage a series of upsampling operations, error accumulation occurs at each stage. To alleviate such a problem, we define a loss function and perform back-propagation per stage independently. The training error is effectively reduced after each stage compared to the case that a single backpropagation is performed at the final output. The injected CS measurements at each pyramid level are the key for CS reconstruction, which distinguishes the proposed approach from image SR methods. The SR models [15, 16, 22, 24] are responsible for inferring the high-frequency components non-existed in the input. From the frequency perspective, SR models should be adequately nonlinear to compensate for the frequency gap, which inevitably results in complicated structures. Differently, the proposed approach incorporates new information provided by CS measurements into the reconstruction at each stage. The CS measurements supplement necessary information needed for recovering the entire frequency spectrum of an image, which is a powerful information source for learning visual representations. Consequently, both the resolution and the quality of the reconstructed images increase across different stages in the proposed approach. To illustrate this point, we compare LAPRAN with a variant that has no fusion mechanism implemented at each stage (an SR counterpart). The comparison results are shown in Figure 4 . It is obvious that the reconstruction accuracy of the proposed LAPRAN is consistently improved stage by stage, while the SR counterpart suffers from limited performance improvement.
Reconstruction Loss
We use a pixel-wise 2 reconstruction loss and an adversarial loss for training. The 2 loss finds an overall structure of a reconstructed image. The adversarial loss picks up a particular mode from the image distribution and generates a more authentic output [31] . The overall loss function is defined as follows:
where x l , x h and x G , y is the low-resolution input image, the high-resolution output image, the ground-truth image, and the CS measurement, respectively. The encoder function (Enc) maps a low-resolution input x l to a distribution over a contextual latent vector z.
Training
The training of each RAN is performed individually and sequentially. We start by training the first stage and the output is used as the input for the second stage. The training of all the subsequent stages is performed in such a sequential fashion. Motivated by the fact that the RANs in different stages share a similar structure but with different output dimensionality, we initialize the training of each stage with the pre-trained weights of the previous stage to take advantage of transfer learning. Such a training scheme is shown in experiments to be more stable and has faster convergence than those with static initialization (such as Gaussian or Xavier). Besides, the weight transfer between adjacent stages helps to tackle the notorious mode collapse problem in GAN since the pre-trained weights already cover the diversity existed in training images. It is recommended to leverage weight transfer to facilitate the training of the remaining RANs.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method. We first describe the datasets used for training and testing. Then, the parameters used for training are provided. Finally, we compare our method with state-of-the-art CS reconstruction methods.
Datasets and Training Setup
We train and evaluate the proposed LAPRAN with three widely used benchmarking datasets. The first two are MNIST and CIFAR10. The third dataset is made following the rule used in prior SR work [22, 24, 33] , which uses 91 images from Yang et al. [39] and 200 images from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (BSD) [1] . The 291 images are augmented (rotation and flip) and cut into 228, 688 patches as the training data. Set5 [4] and Set14 [42] are pre-processed using the same method and used for testing. We implemented a 4-stage LAPRAN for CS image reconstruction. We resize each training image to 64 × 64 and train the LAPRAN with a batch size of 128 for 100 epochs with early stopping. We use Adam solver with a learning rate of 1 × 10 −4 . The training takes roughly two days on a single NVidia Titan X GPU.
Comparisons with State-of-the-art
We compare the proposed LAPRAN with six state-of-the-art CS reconstruction methods: NLR-CS [17] , TVAL3 [26] , BM3D-AMP (D-AMP with BM3D denoiser [11] ), ReconNet [23] , CSGM [6] , and learned D-AMP [28] . All methods are summarized in Table 1 . Structural similarity (SSIM) and peak signal-to noise ratio (PSNR) are used as the performance metrics in the benchmarking. The quantitative comparison of reconstruction performance is shown in Table 2. The proposed LAPRAN achieves the best recovery quality on all the testing datasets and at all CRs. Especially, the performance degradation of the LAPRAN at large CRs ( ≥20) is well bounded. The main reasons are twofold. First, our approach adopts a progressive reconstruction strategy that greatly mitigates the difficulty of approximating the inverse mapping of CS. In contrast, CSGM tries to generate high-resolution images in a single step thus has a low reconstruction quality due to the difficulty in learning. Second, our approach utilizes a low-resolution image as input to guide the generation process at each stage, which helps to further reduce the search space of the under-determined problem by eliminating irrelevant candidates. The visual comparison of reconstructed images (at the CRs of 5 and 20) from Set 5 and Set 14 is shown in Figure 5a and 5b, respectively. It is illustrated that our method can accurately reconstruct high-frequency details, such as the parallel lines, contained in the ground-truth image. In contrast, the reference methods produce noticeable artifacts and start to lose details at the CR of 20.
Reconstruction Speed
We compare the runtime of each reconstruction method for reconstructing 64×64 image patches to benchmark reconstruction speed. For the optimization-based methods, GPU acceleration is ineffective due to their iterative nature. Thus, we use an Intel Xeon E5-2695 CPU to run the codes provided by the respective authors. For the DNN-based methods, we use a Nvidia GTX TitanX GPU to accelerate the reconstruction process. The average runtime for each method is shown in Table 3 . The proposed LAPRAN takes about 6ms to reconstruct 64 × 64 image patch, which is four orders of magnitude faster than NLR-CS and TVAL3, and two orders of magnitude faster than BM3D-AMP, LDAMP and CSGM. As illustrated in the section 2.3, both LDAMP and CSGM are hybrid methods that require to solve a convex CS recovery problem. In each iteration, the DNN is propagated to provide a solution for a sub-problem. Therefore, multiple propagations are performed to obtain a single reconstruction, which explains why both LDAMP and CSGM are two orders of magnitude slower than LAPRAN. In comparison with ReconNet, LAPRAN sacrifices minor reconstruction speed for an apparent improvement in recovery quality (improves about 3∼10dB PSNR). The proposed LAPRAN is still sufficiently fast for performing real-time CS reconstruction.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a scalable LAPRAN for high-fidelity, flexible, and fast CS image reconstruction. The LAPRAN consists of multiple stages of RANs that progressively reconstruct an image in multiple hierarchies. At each pyramid level, CS measurements are fused with a low-dimensional contextual latent vector to generate a high-frequency image residual, which is subsequently upsampled via a transposed CNN. The generated image residual is then added to a low-frequency image upscaled from the output of the previous level to form the final output of the current level with both higher resolution and reconstruction quality. The hierarchical nature of the LAPRAN is the key to enabling high-fidelity CS reconstruction with a flexible resolution that can be adaptive to a wide range of CRs. Each RAN in the LAPRAN can be trained independently with weight transfer to achieve faster convergence and improved accuracy. Leveraging the contextual input at each stage and the divide-and-conquer strategy in training are the keys to achieving excellent reconstruction performance.
